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Abstract— This paper proposes the capability of Unified 

power flow controller and its concert using different control 

mechanisms. UPFC is progressive and most extensively used 

member of FACTS family. UPFC was designed to provide 

compensation, real time control and multifunctional 

flexibility. The paper focuses on review on UPFC and 

different controllers based on UPFC. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Modern power systems are becoming progressively tenser 

because of growing demand. It is familiar that the power 

flow through transmission line is a function of line 

impedance, magnitude and phase angle of bus voltage [1]. In 

interconnected AC transmission systems FACTS are used as 

inexpensive and proficient means to control the power 

transfer, allowing power transit with higher transmission 

capacity in lines [2]. In all FACTS devices the most 

multipurpose is Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC) 

which is first suggested by Gyugyi in 1991. UPFC was 

concocting for real time control and dynamic compensation 

of ac transmission lines. UPFC offers multifunctional 

flexibility which helps in solving problems related to power 

delivery. UPFC autonomously or concurrently control the 

active power, reactive power, and the bus voltage to which it 

is connected and parameters affecting power flow i.e. 

voltage, phase angle and impedance in transmission line. 

The controller proposes sizeable compensation for the static 

and dynamic operation of power system [3]. It is crucial to 

locate the finest location of UPFC device in power system to 

achieve functionality with appropriate parameters. Factors to 

be considered while selecting finest installation and 

parameters of UPFC are active power loss reduction, 

stability margin improvement, increasing power 

transmission capacity, and power blackout prevention. 

UPFC also helps in raising the loadability, provides better 

safety and consistency to a power system network and 

provides enhanced voltage stability [4]. UPFC is most 

adaptable FACTS controller for the regulation of voltage 

and power flow in a transmission line. It consists of two 

voltage source converters viz. STATCOM in shunt 

connected and SSSC in series connected and are connected 

in parallel by a common DC link capacitor [5].  

Figure shows the schematic of UPFC.  

 
Fig. 1: UPFC Schematic [6] 

Voltage of controllable magnitude is injected by 

series portion in line to control the real and reactive power 

of the power system whereas current of controllable 

magnitude is injected by shunt portion which maintain the 

voltage across the d.c. link capacitor and the bus voltage 

where it is connected in the system [6]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. A. J. F. Ken, A.S. Mehraban, A. Elriachy X. Lombard, A. 

A. Edris (1999) 

In this paper they evaluate the application of the UPFC and 

its impact on power system. They proposed sets of equations 

for a system comprising the UPFC and an equivalent two 

bus power network. With the help of Matlab they 

successfully authenticate and tested the numerical method 

with analog model and EMTP. They proposes the Matlab 

modeling tool to determine the impact of UPFC on a two 

bus system and developed a numerical method and step by 

step codes [7]. 

B. S.Mishra, P.K.Dash and G.Panda (2000) 

In this paper they proposed application of Takagi-Sugeno 

type fuzzy logic controllers for UPFC voltage source 

inverter which provide wide range of control gain variation 

by including both linear and non-linear terms. The projected 

control scheme which they proposed in there paper provides 

considerable improvement in damping the 

electromechanical oscillations of the generators. They 

compared the different modes of oscillations with 

conventional PI control which shows connotation. They 

proposes the TS fuzzy controllers which suggest a source for 

using expert control knowledge and experience in the form 

of fuzzy control rules, membership functions and fuzzy 

logic to construct a variety of non-linear variable. They 

finally presented several fault and load disturbance results to 

emphasize the efficacy of the proposed FACTS controller 

[8]. 

C. A.M. Vural, and M. Tumay (2003) 

In this paper, they studied the steady state mathematical 

model for UPFC. The model is based on the theory of 

injected powers in which the operational losses can be taken 

into account and is quite suitable in load flow studies. They 

use conventional techniques like Newton-Raphson method. 

They confirmed the result of model through a number of 

simulation examples, carried out on IEEE 14-bus and IEEE 

30-bus systems. The results prove the efficacy of the model 

in terms of computational speed, accuracy. The simulation 

studies shows that UPFC can handle flexible and 

independent control of active and reactive power flow in 

transmission lines [9]. 
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D. A. Kazemi, and M. V. Sohforouzani (2004) 

In this paper they proposed fuzzy controller for FACTS 

devices in a multi-machine power system which is a 

combination of FLC and a PI controller. They applied the 

controller to the UPFC to handle the damping of local 

modes and inter area modes of oscillations in mulitmachine 

system. They compare the conventional PI controller with 

their proposed fuzzy controller. They also show by the paper 

the effect of auxiliary signals in damping multimodal 

oscillation. To highlight the effectiveness of the proposed 

FACTS controller they presented simulation results on 

several faults and load disturbance [10]. 

E. R. Orizondo, and R. Alves, Member, IEEE (2006) 

In this paper they studied the mathematical modeling and 

analysis of a Senoidal Pulse Width Modulation (SPWM) 

based UPFC. They carry out the design and simulation of a 

matrix PI controller and a fuzzy logic controller using 

Electromagnetic Transients Program (ATP/EMTP) and 

MATLAB/Simulink program. They developed two models 

of UPFC, one using modulation indexes and another without 

it. From the simulation results, they demonstrated that real 

and reactive power can be control. They compared the 

dynamic performance in terms of accuracy, speed, stability, 

robustness and simplicity [11]. 

F. Mohamed E. A. Farrag, and Ghanim A. Putrus (2012) 

In this paper they present a new advance to control the 

process of the UPFC based on the adaptive neurofuzzy 

inference controller (ANFIC) concept principally to control 

the series part. They designed the controller to attain proper 

operating point based on the real power priority. They 

investigated and analyzed the effect of short-circuit level on 

the UPFC operating feasible region which defines the 

limitation of its parameters. They studied different scenarios 

to reveal the ability of the UPFC to independently control 

the real and reactive power flow. They evaluated the 

proposed controller for a wide range of operating conditions 

to prove its robustness. In this paper the simulation and 

experimental results shows that the ANFIC controller can 

perform better than a PI controller for different operating 

conditions [12]. 

G. C. Udhaya Shankar, Rani Thottungal and N. Mohana 

Sundaram (2013) 

In this paper, they proposed the UPFC which is 

implemented with Matrix Converter along with a new Fuzzy 

Logic Controller. To allows direct ac to ac power 

conversion they proposes to replace the converter topology 

with a Matrix Converter without any energy storage. They 

use MATLAB Simulink Environment to simulate the model 

for study. In this paper to develop model they use a realistic 

14-bus test system where MC-UPFC along with Fuzzy 

Logic Controller is simulated using MATLAB. They 

compared the simulation results of the proposed controller 

with that of conventional type. The results show that an 

improved transient response is obtained using Fuzzy 

Controller with reduced maximum peak overshoot and 

steady state error [13]. 

H. Shameem Ahmad, Fadi M. Albatsh, Saad Mekhilef, 

Hazlie Mokhlis (2014) 

In this paper, they presented a new control scheme for 

dynamic UPFC to improve the power transfer ability 

through power transmission lines. They developed the new 

controller of UPFC which is FL controller based. The new 

controller based UPFC reduces the power losses and 

improves the bus voltage of the network and shows its 

strength. They tested the proposed UPFC controller using 

IEEE-5 and 14 bus systems with various case studies. They 

compare the performances of FL based UPFC controller 

with PI based UPFC controller. The comparison result 

shows that FL based controller is best as compared to PI 

based. They model simulation results show that FL based 

UPFC improves real power flow capability 2.577% more 

than PI based UPFC in IEEE-5 bus system & for IEEE-14 

bus system, the real power flow with FL based UPFC has 

increased 4.62% more compared to that of PI based UPFC 

[14]. 

I. T. Murali Krishna, Dr. K.S.R. Anjaneyulu (2015) 

In this paper they proposed a fuzzy logic based controller 

which is used to generate supplementary damping signals 

and control the shunt converter of UPFC and discussed the 

co-ordination between shunt and series converters of UPFC. 

They used two separate neuro-controllers for series 

converter control which help them to achieved the co-

ordination between series and shunt converters. They 

showed that if co-ordination is absent then change in real 

and reactive powers in line will affect bus voltage. They use 

Matlab to shows the concert of the UPFC during step 

change of real and reactive power. [15] 

J. Ravinder Kumar, Mahendra Kumar (2015) 

In this paper they presented hybrid fuzzy logic – PID tuning 

controller for damping low frequency oscillations using 

UPFC applied on a single machine infinite-bus (SMIB) 

system. They also discussed about LFO and small signal 

stability of a system. They consider Haffron-Philips model 

and examined the dynamic behavior of system using UPFC. 

They use Matlab simulink model to simulate the models. 

The results show that PID fuzzy logic controller has an 

excellent capability in damping low frequency oscillations 

[16]. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper gives the review on capability of UPFC and its 

concert using different control mechanism. From the above 

review the concert of UPFC using different controllers like 

conventional controllers PI, PID, Fuzzy logic controllers can 

be achieve. From above reviews we concluded that Fuzzy 

logic controller based UPFC is more efficient than other 

conventional converters.  
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